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THE SUTHERLAND MEMORIAL LECTURE
The follotving lecture tvqs delivered to u meeting of the Royal Numismatic
Society of New Zeeland on 30th October 1973, in the Royal Sociely Room

of tlrc National MuseumrWellington, Mrs P. Ronger presiding,

THE ART PRODUCTION OF COINS AND MEDALS
A treotise on Designs, Scttlptures and Methods
By JAMES BERRY, O.B.E., F.R.N.S., N,Z.

INTRODUCTION:

I feel it fitting to start this paper with a tribute to the late
Allan Sutherland, who was the virtual founder o'f this Society,
and of the science of numismatics in New Zealand. His enthusi-
asm over many years, and his knowledge and writings on numis-
matics were finally gathered together in his fino book "The Num-
ismatic History of New Zealand" It is worth recording that
early in his career Allan Sutherland was a telegraphist with the
New Zealand Railways, and in later years became a Hansard
Reporter in Parliament. Finally he was edito'r of Hansard or
Parliamentary Debates for several years before his untimely
death. It is in his memory that this numismatic paper is being
given this evening.

This lecture is given in the first person because I am mainly
quoting my own experiences in the. field of design and modelling
for coins and medals. Occasionally I have seen articles in num-
ismatic publications, dealing with- the production of coins and
medals, but little in real detail from the birth of a design through
to the final sculptured plaster model before the master die and
coin production really commences.

How important is a coin design? All important, in fact the
most important part of all. Those remarks from a designer might
sound egotistical, but if you have not a good or interesting de-
sign in the first place, the finest production methods o,f the best
mints in the world are unable to make the end product a fine
coin. Conversely, of course, a good design can be ruined by poor
production, so really a marriage of good design with quality
production methods is the ideal aim.

usually finds that better work on both large model and finished
plaster could be accomplished if more time had been available.
This specially applies to any portrait work for a coin where it
is often difficult to model a good likeness in the very low relief
permissable for a coin. I find, in such cases, that it is a good
plan to lay the finished model aside for two or three days and then
with a fresh look one can see exactly where further work is nec-
essary to make improvements on the model. If it is required
urgently, time does not permit this and the model remains the
best one can do in the time available. The fortunate circum-
stances have been that where coins and/or medals were required
urgently I have had the opportunity to produce models, plus
negative and final plasters at three diflerent mints.
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At the Royal Mint, London, where the first issues of New
Zealand's decimal coins were required urgently, I was a guest
artist for some nine weeks in 1966. On other occasions, for
urgent production of commemorative dollars I have been a
guest at the Royal Australia Mint, Canberra in 1969 and 1970.
In 1971, prior to leaving for a proposed o,verseas trip for four
months I had a medal design accepted for production at the
Franklin Mint in the U.S,A. The obverse and reverse models
being required quickly it was arranged that I stay near Philadel-
phia for a few weeks and produce the models and the incuse
and final positive plasters at the Franklin Mint.

While there a Lord Rutherford medal design I produced for
the Royal Society of New Zealand was also accepted for issue
by the Franklin Mint, so I did the medallic sculpturing for that
one too. I was thus able to meet and associate with executives,
medallic sculptors, artists, engravers and production technicians
in mints of three different countries-a most valuable and I
might say unique and rewarding experience. At each mint I
received every courtesy aird assistance and I met many good
friendly people, including top flight designers and sculptors. I
concluded that art is indeed a universal language and conducive
to peaceful and friendly relations between peoples of different
countries.

COINS (Sections)

1 Research
2. The Design
3. Techniques for final de-

slgn.
4. Limitations,measure-

ments & gauges for
model relief.

5. Equipment for modelling
and casting.

6. Producing the model.
7. Method for takins re-

verse plaster.
8. Work on reverse plaster.
9. Making the positive

plaster model.

10. Finishing work on final
plaster model.

11. Taking a rubber mould.
12. Castins from rubber

mouldlTwo methods.
13. Reducing machine and

master die
14. Brief description of pro-

cesses to final coin dies
and minting.

15. Types of finish, Uncir-
culated, Polished speci-
men and proof.

MEDALS (Sections)

A. Designs.
B. Hand engraved dies from

design.
C. Low relief coin medals.
D. High relief large medals.

E. Medal finishes.
F. Differing model techni-

ques for types of medal
finish.

G. Conclusion.

(1) RESEARCH:

The basic start for any co'in or medal design is research on
possible subjects on which to base the design. For a coin it
usually follows the lines of history of the country, typical forms
of native flora or fauna, outstanding events and important people
in the co,untry's history and so on. While reading up on the sub-
jeet and finding all likely reference books I am continually on the
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look out for illustrations in connection with the subject. A para-
graph in a book or a photograph not necessarily closely con-
nected with the subject can often set one on a new aproach to
the subject with possible good ideas for a design. The great deal
of research I have undertaken over some 40 years in connection
with stamp, coin and medal designs in other circumstances could
perhaps have made it possible for me to be one of the top his-
torians in the country. One gleat stumbling block has prevented
any possibility of that-I have a poor memory.

I remember with amazement the remarkable memory of the
late William Ferguson who, together with the late Allan Suther-
land were undoubtedly the leading numismatists of this Society,
A junior member once showed Mr Ferguson an early English
coin and Mr Ferguson rattled off its history quoting many dates
and so on-all without reference to any book. I thought that
particular coin must have been his pet subject, but at a later
meeting he discussed at equal length an unusual European coin
shown to him. He seemed to have almost a photographic memory
and able to quote ad lib as if he was reading from a book. What

a lot of time I could save myself with such a memory! It may be
just as well that I have kept to design and art work where a good
memory is not so important.

After jo,tting down notes on the subject being researched, I
make a sho'rt list of design suggestions. Fro'm this list I select
the two or three which I feel have the best possibilities for de-
veloping a worthwhile design and these I toy around with making
small rough sketches.

(2',) THE DESIGN:
Now how does one go about trying to produce a good de-

sign? I first make rough pencil sketches in aporoximate coin size,
or sometimes around twice the coin diameter size. In these I
suggest different lines of thought on the wording, trying where
possible to reduce this to a minimum. Then I try to emphasize
the salient feature of the design and endeavour to balance the
lettering with it to produce a pleasing and where possible-and
this applies particularly to coins-a simple co,mposition. I have
found it more difficult to produce satisfactory designs for the cir-
cular format of coins and medals than fvr the short or lons rec-
tangular forms of postage stamps. I experiment with stylJ and
size of lettering in relation to the size of pictorial portion of de-
sign. The spacing of the lettering is also important. One or per-
haps two short words on the design can be well spaced between
letters for design balance. Several longer words probably mean
a more condensed spacing of letters and perhaps also a smaller
size of letter.

In building up designs to the large finished drawing stage I
usually make use of tracing paper so that various sketch ideas
and lettering layouts can be more easily tried out before deciding
on the final composition o,f the design. I prefer hand lettering at
all times on coin and medal work rather than the use of letters
cast from printers' type moulds. I have seen top design medallic
sculptors who use letters from type moulds on their models,
either to save tirne or in some cases because they feel it is better
than their own standard of hand lettering. I feel type letters
have rather confining restrictions. In past attempts to use these
I have found that a particular font of type is slightly too large
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for the balance of the desisn. The next size smaller is too small.
The letters may be too thick or too thin. They never seem to fit
the exact requirement, whereas with hand lettering it can be de-
signed just as recluired for each individual coin or medal.

These points may not seem very important in the overall
design but I feel that they are necessary to achieve the right
balance. Designs are usually submitted five or six times the
diameter of the finished coin size. For example a lj inch or 38
mm dollar size design is submitted in 9 inch diameter. With all
parts of the design worked out on the final sheet of tracing paper,
it is now ready for transposing on to a good quality art card for
the finished drawing.

(3) TECTINIQUES FOR THE FINAL DESIGN:
Bearing in mind that the finished design has to be submitted

for approval it is important to use a good technique to show the
design to best advantage. They can be submitted in pencil with
shading, in outline in black ink or designers black or as a shaded
wash drawing. For many years I submitted my work as wash
drawings with highlight and shadow effects so that when reduced
photographs were made, the effect was almost that of a minted
coin or medal.

For this technique I first marked the circle size on the card,
say 9 inch diameter for reduction for a dollar size coin. In this
circle I put a mid-grey wash in water colour. When dry the final
tracing paper clesign is placed over it to trace through the out-
lines of the design on to the grey circle. For carbon I use a fine
sheet of tissue which has been prepared as follows:---scrape a
pile of fine powder with knife or razor blade from a black carbon
or say a 68 pencil, making sure that no small wood shavings are
in it as these will tear the paper. With a pad of sirnilar tissue-
paper, gently rub this powder over the whole foolscap or quarto
sheet of tissue, taking care that it is rubbed in evenly all over and
to all edges of the sheet. Keep rubbing with the pad until all
surplus powder is absorbed and the sheet has a shiny appearance.
I usually prepare about three sheets at a time and I find they
last for about ten years or more.

To trace all parts of the design, including lettering, on to the
grey circle, a fine-pointed lead pencil can be used. I now proceed
with black ink or paint to put lines on the south-east side of
all letters and design parts, imagining that a strong light is shin-
ing on the design from a north-west point. When all this is done
I work similarly on the design with white paint on all opposite
parts of Ietters and design which are facing the north-west light,
making sure the painted lines are thick enough to stand six times
reduction. Then I lighten o:r darken the grey tone where necessary
to give the modelling effect to the design and when photographed
in a reduced size the effect should be fairly near the effect of a
finished coin. If the photos are not correctly exposed it often
happens that the white highlights almost fade out with disap-
pointing results in the prints, but with correct exposure, the fin-
ished photos can give the pleasing effect of a modelled relief
corn.

More recently I have altered my finished design technique to
simulate a proof-coin finish by havin_q a black background with
the lettering and design in shaded light grey. This simulates
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with necessary shading the matt finish of the relief portions of a
proof coin.

(4) LTMITATTONS, MEASUREMENTS AND GAUGES FOR
MODEL RELIEF'
To produce coinage econo,mically and efficiently, the relief

on a coin model must be kept low- a maximum of f inch or
approximately 3.2 mm on a 9 inch diameter model. This applies
to a 9 inch diameter model or 6 diameters larger than coin size,
For a five times larger model the maximum allowed is less than
1/10 inch and then only in central area. There is a general ruling
that no part of a design should be higher than the rim of a coin.
One reason for this is that in earlier banking days when counting
coins they were stacked in little piles and if design relief was
above the rim the coins would wobble and not stack easily. This
point does not apply today with small cylindrical tin or plastic
containers to hold the coins. Another point is that any nart of
design appearing above rim level would be more easily worn
away in use and the coin would not have an attractive appear-
ance in use for very lo'ng. Again such coins would not fit slot
machines. A further reason, and very important, is that pressure
on dies and coining presses in minting the coins would be much
greater with higher relief dies, with consequent greater wear on
the dies and more frequent possibility of die breakages.

How important this is, can be judged by the fact that in the
changeover to decimal coinage for New Zealand the first order
for 1 cent and 2 cent coins totalled some 220 million coins. The
approximate life of a die for cupro-nickel coins was estimated at
80,000 with probably about twice that number from a coin die
for bronze coins. Therefore for the 220 million bronze coins over
1300 coin dies were necessary. As these dies are expensive and
time consuming to produce, it can be seen that the economics of
production as well as other considerations preclude the use of
high relief coins for which a far greater number of dies would be
required. The maximum relief for lettering and value figures,
especially near the rim, is considerably less than the maximum
allowed in the centre area of the design. One reason for this is
that the displacement of metal in the striking of coins is more
difficult to force up to high relief near the edge than towards
the centre. Another reason is that value figures on coins need to
be in lower relief than the maximum allowed so that edges and
corners of such figures will remain sharp and clear and not wear
easily. This also applies to any lettering.

GAUGES:
These are used to ensure that no part of the n-rodel exceeds

the maximum relief allowed. The Royal Mint, London, and the
Royal Australian Mint, Canberra, prefer to have models pro-
duced in five times coin diameter and modelled on a flat sheet
of plate glass or perspex. For these, flat gauges are used about
l/10 inch thick by about 1 inch wide and varying in length acc-
ording to coin size multiplied by five plus 2 inch. Along one
edge a slot, say l/16 inch deep, is cut out to within about 1 inch
o,f each end. This is used from time to time by drawing towards
you over the model and any part over the maximum height, in
this case l/16 inch is removed and that part has to be remodelled
slightly lower. In the case of most American and I think Canad-
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ian mints, models are prepared on a slightly dished plaster basin
with a flat surface rim about one inch wide on which the gauge
ends, in perspex or metal, can be moved around to remove any
part of model exceeding relief limits. This gauge is slightly curved
in relation to the curve of the plaster basin.

It is interesting to note that for portrait work, coin models
are often produced up to 10 - 15 inches or larger diameter size.
In this coin and medal work there are three types of measurement
to deal with. Gauges are mentioned in decimal inches such as
.062500 which is 1/16 inch and this again is a little over 1.5mm.
Measurements dealing with coin models are seldom higher than
$ inch. For high relief medals these could be up to f, inch or
more. Here is a table of these measurements.

Decimal Inches Millimetres
0.015625 0.396875
0.031250 0.1937 50

0.04687s 1.190625

0.062500 1.587500

0.ol8l2s 1.984375
0.093750 2.381250
0.109375 2.778125
0.125000 3.175000

The measurements for up to f inch or more can be obtained
from this table by adding or doubling.

(5) EQUIPMENT FOR MODELLING AND CASTING:
The modelling material used is somewhat similar to plasti-

cine and has various brand names. In fact for the New Zealand
decimal coin models I used black plasticine. I now use white
Roma Plastilina grade 4, Italian, but made in the U.S.A. I would
prefer a grade 5, slightly harder if obtainable. A slightly harder
material in use in America which is dark brown in colour is
really preferable for modelling, but I find the dark colour too
difficult for seeing the relief modelling clearly.

A variety of modelling too,ls is available in metal or wood,
much the same as used for clay modelling, but for coin and
medallic work tools of the smaller sizes are more useful. I have
quite a variety of tools but I find the most useful ones of all are
some I have fashioned out of 1 inch nails after cutting the heads
off and hammering, shaping and bending the end to required
angle and fitting them into a universal pencil lead holder either
with screw up or clutch-type end. With-four holders I can thus
have an endless variety of shaped ends for the smaller finishing
work and for modelling the lettering and value figures. Some
tools used by dentists can be similarly adapted. While engaged
at the Franklin Mint in the U.S.A. in 1971, I had the privilege
of working with some fifteen top flight medallic sculptors and
each had his own preferencc for particular tyoes or their own
make of finishing tools, so there is no hard ruling to follow.

Besides the modelling material, tools and other equipment
needed, a transparent plastic foot rule is useful, preferably
marked with inches, divided into sixteenths and eighths on o,ne
edge and centimetres and millimetres on the other. Also a sheet
of the finest possible grain wet and dry emery paper, a small

Inches
r 164
| 132
3164
r 116
s l64
? l?)
7 164
1/8
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portion of this, mounted on a rectangular piece of wood about 4
centirnetres by I+ x 1. This is used for gently snioothing ofl
lettering surface in final plaster and on the background and
other parts to smooth out irregularities. A piece of wood or hard-
board about a foot long by two or three inches wide is needed
with extra pieces of board about two inches long by f inch thick
glued beneath each end. This acts as a hand rest when modelling
on the upper part of a plaster or on glass to prevent lower po,r-
tion of model getting damaged or flattened. For the dished plaster
basin models a quantity of fine plaster of Paris is needed. I obtain
this by the sack, the plaster being in a plastic bag within the
sack. This needs to be kept closed when not in use as it does not
take long for the plaster to deteriorate with air or mo,re especially
damp atmosphere getting to it. Plaster of Paris for casting plaq-
ues, busts, moulds etc., is a composition of several species of
gypsum originally obtained from Montmartre, Paris. Gypsum
(from the Greek word gypsos-chalk) is a hydrous calcium sul-
phate, a mineral which in crystalised form is known as alabaster.
Some kinds in soft chalky stone form, after heat treatment be-
come a fine white powder usually known as plaster of Paris.

(6) PRODUCTNG TrrE MODEL:
In the case of a flat model on glass or clear perspex the de-

sign is placed beneath the glass and plastilina is first pressed over
the lettering area using the required metal strip gauge for the
maximum height o,f lettering to remove any surplus material. The
lettering is usually designed in a curve a short distance from the
edge of the circle. To find the centre for compass work for the
lettering and outer rim of modelling I use about a f inch square
of tin in which I have made an indented point with a small nail.
This is mounted in a small pad of modelling clay and pressed on
to the approximate centre of the design seen through the glass.
Light pencil lines from vertical and horizontal centre lines on the
design crossing in the centre give indication of this position. By
unsing adjustable angle pen end from compass set, a circle can
be cut on the position of top edge of line of curved lettering.
Angle of pen eird is adjusted so that the cut in plastilina has
a slight lean from vertical towards centre. On the inner curve of
lettering, pen end is adjusted with opposite lean. This is import-
ant as a watchful eye must be kept on all parts of the model
to avoid any undercutting. A fifteen degree slope from the vertical
is sufficient.

A tracing taken on thin paper of the lettering can be traced
with a hard point on to the curved strip o,f plastilina and the
outline of letters cut out carefully, keeping in mind the steep
outward angle necessary from the top to base of letter. The sur-
plus material is then removed and the lettering of the required
size and depth is ready for retouching. A final check with the
lettering gauge is necessary here as once the higher relief of the
main part of the design is started, the long gauge for lettering
can not be used. I have made, for this purpose, a small gauge
from a flat piece of plastic just over the width of the lettering
which can be used at all times. This piece of plastic is in fact
half the sliding cover lid from an uncirculated commemorative
dollar case.

If the centre design is a portrait, it can be carefully built up
and modelled with plastilina from the base upwards as some pre-
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fer to do, or a flat layer of maximum height allowed can be put
all over the area up to slightly over the outline of central design.
I level this off with the higher gauge being careful not to run into
the modelled lettering with this gauge while doing so. The out-
line of design is traced on to this layer, then I use a cutting tool
round all outlines 1o remove surplus material. Then I proceed
carefully with modelled relief, bearing in mind that the third dim-
ension and perspective all has to be conveyed within the max-
imum height for relief of f inch in the case of a nine inch diam-
eter model and proportionately less for 7! inch diameter (five
times) model. I then cut away and model down from the top in-
stead o'f building from the base. It is a matter of personal pre-
ference which method is followed.

When modelling a full face or three quarter view head, a
certain amo'unt of distortion has to be used in the modelling to
give an illusion of depth and to help bring the nose forward. The
same applies to perspective of a building. In the case of the
Sydney Opera House medal recently, I had the problem of con-
veying depth of the curved roof to the side walls. In front of
the wall was a roadway or quay and then the wall of this quay
dropping into the harbour. The problem was how to show all
that in perspective when both the sea and sky were represented
by the background surface of the medal. It had been the in-
tention to make a proof finish of this medal, and so sea and sky
were intended to be a highly oolished mirror finish. A side section
of this model would show that the highest point of relief was the
base of the culved roof sections and the top of the wall. The
wall sloped inward at the base, the edge of the quay projected
out fro'm there and the quay wall again sloped inward at the
base to meet the sea, or rather ll32 inch above the sea. This
shows where the medallic sculptor takes liberties in modelling the
subject to create the illusion of depth and perspective. I have
not heard of any medallic sculptor who has turned architect,
Perhaps it is just as well, for his efiorts might prove to be decided
earthquake risks.

When all parts of the model have been worl<ed on and re-
touched the next step is the incuse plaster model. In the case
of working on a 9 inch dished plaster basin, the plaster base,
which has been cast from a metal or plaster master model of
correct dimensions, must first be perfectly dry. It is then given
two or three coats o,f shellac thinned about 50%6 with methyl-
ated spirits. This waterproofs the base for the model: it gives
a surface for the plastilina to adhere to and it makes separation
of cast easier when takins the reverse plaster. There is no trouble
with the plaster cast sep"arating from- the plastilina unless there
is any undercutting in the model. When producing the model it
is advisable to study the work from time to time with low level
lighting from different points of the compass. This can be done
by holding the model edgeways- to thg window light and then
reversing your positio,n and studying the model from the opp-
osite angle and so on. At night an electric light with flexible
holder can be used or several lights or a torch. By this means
the weaknesses and strengths of the model will be discovered
and final finishing touches to the model can be made as required.

(7) METHOD FOR TAKTNG REVERSE PLASTER.

For casting from a 9 inch diameter model prepared on a
dished plaster basin the model is placed on top of a newspaper
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on a level surface. With nearly an inch of level plain plaster
edge to the model the total diameter is nearlv I I inches. I-check
level surface with a spirit level. If not level the plaster cast could
finish up say an inch thick on one side and half an inch on the
opposite side, instead of an even thickness of approximately
threequarters of an inch. The cast need not be ruined if this
happens, as by making compensatir-rg level adjustments for the
next cast a reasonably even thickness can be obtained for the
final plaster. A cardboard plastic or metal band lf to 2 inches
wide by approximately four feet long is placed aro,und the cir-
cumference of the model and ends of overlan fastened with clips
or sellotape. I use o,ffcut strips of 26 gauge galvanised flat iron
which I obtained f.rom a plumber and after ascertaining the
circle size by trying it around the model I fix the overla_o ends
with sellotape. the inner overlap needs a little plastilina sm-oothed
out on the joint. On two occasions in the past when not covering
this joint a plaster has cracked towards the centre from thi;
join nark when drying out.

For casting of a 9 inch model (total diameter 1l inches) I
first place one and a half pints of water in a fairly large bowl.
If winter, and water is very cold, I add a small amount of warm
water-not too much or plaster will set too quickly. To the
water I add ten or eleven heaped tablespoonsfirl of-plaster of
Paris. The last portion of plaster added will be showing above
the water level. I let it stand for about a minute. Then with
rubber glove on hand I stir the plaster round until it is all of
equal cieamy consistency. With a large s_Doon I ladle three or
four spoonsful carefully on to the model. I pick the model up
and quickly shake this plaster to all parts of the design. Replacing

I do not delay unduly in these ooerations as once the plaster
starts to set it ii fairly rapid. The 

-oaper with the mould and
plaster is lifted again and alternate edges tapped on the table
to release any further bubbles. Allowing around half an hour
or more for plaster to set, the surface first gets hot and then
cools off. I knife through the sellotape joints and remove the
outer strip. Th
and the join fo
the back of the
the suction will
I let the cast partly dry before further work. For casting from
a 7\-inch model on glass, the base of metal band is held in
place by plasticine and I then proceed as with the 9-inch dished
plaster model.

(8) WORK ON THE REVERSE PLASTER.
Some parts of a design such as thin lines and small size

lettering are easier to cut in on the reverse nlaster. In fact a
few medallic sculptors prefer to do a minimirni amount of work
on the first rnodel such as putting in the basic shapes and doing
far more of the work in incuse fornr on the reverse plaster. I
prefer to do as much as possible on the first model but the plasti-
lina is a little too soft foi exacting fine finishing work. Any^blem-
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ishes on the background which in this reverse plaster is now the
upper surface. can be carefully smoothed out with the finest grade
of emery paper. The grade required for this work is so fine that
it feels little different from ordinary paper. It is best to have this
attached to a small block of wood as mentioned in the equip-
ment section. I work on any other part of this incuse morCel
which I feel will be easier to do than in the fina-l model, For
example the mast of a ship, the branches of a tree and similar
tubular forms can be more easily corrected or perfected in re-
verse than in the final raised plaster model.

The letterine in incuse can be sharpened up and retouched
where necessary, One of the annoying factols with the plaster
casts is the appearance of little air bubles here and there. If too
many air bubbles show it saves time to throw the cast away and
do another one. If not too many they can be retouched by dip-
ping the end of a modelling tool in water and placing a droo on
the hole leftby the bubble. Then I dip the same tool in a small
quantity of plaster nowder, some of which adheres to the damp
end and press this into the hole. Then dip in water again and
smooth over surface. If the plaster is close to setting before pour-
ing on the mould it can happen that small black soots on the
plaster model, if probed with a fine modelling tool, turn into
minature caverns beneath. These also must be filled and smoothed
over. I wear magnifying glasses fixed to a plastic hood when
engaged on this work and also in retouching the lettering and
poisible undercuts. To avoid bubbles in the mix I used to add
a few drops of a detergent to the mixing water, but I now find
better results by adding about five drops of milk instead. Having
retouched and improved the modelling where I feel it is necessary
the next step is

(9) MAKING THE POSTTTVE MODEL.
The first process is to pour about a tablespoonful of water-

so,luble (not spirit) liquid soap into a saucer and the same quan-
tity of water. Mix with a small sponge and keep dabbing this on
to the reverse plaster taking particular care to see that it gets
into all the lettering corners and othet' fine noints of the model.
I keep doing this for about twenty minutes with light dabbing
motions, never a wiping motion. The rim portion must also re-
ceive attention and it helps to dab a little on the outside vertical
edge too. For about the last two minutes of dabbing I pour about
five drops of olive oil on to the soonge and dab this irr with the
soapy mixture all over the model. Then the so'lution can be washed
off under a slow running tap.

The surface should nc-rw be impervious to water. I let the
model dry and for good measure and to help separation, I give
the surface a light spraying of a clear plastic from a spray can.
I then fix a metal band around as described earlier and place
on a newspaper on a level surface. Plaster is rnixed as before
and when first pouring a little on to cover the surface I find it
a good plan to go over the letterir-rg and other fine indentations
with a fairly small sable artist's brush. This -tets the plaster into
all corners and .sets rid of air bubbles. I do this fairly quickly
before the plaster starts setting and then pour ol1 the balance.
Tap the ed-qes of the cast on the table as before or place on a
small vibratol machine for a short time to condense plaster and
force out stray bubbles. This has to be done quickly before the
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plaster starts to set. While cast is drying, the bowl, rubber glove,
brush and spoon need quick washing under an outside tan. To
leave it to do later is much harder as when really set the plaster
is very hard to get oft and the brush will not last long. I never
clean these under the taps inside the house as the drainpipes would
be clogged up with plaster in very short time. The separation
with a knife edge is gently eased under the plaster in different
parts until the suction is released. Care must be taken to lift the
model straight up as side motion can damage it especially the
lettering which can easily get broken off at this stage.

(10) FrNrsHrNG WORK ON FrNAL PLASTER MODEL.
The amount of work necessary on this deoends to a large

extent on how well the original model was made and the amount
of work done on the reverse plaster. The little emery block can
be gently rubbed over the lettering surfaces to give a smooth
surface finish and bubbles and other blemishes retouched. Alter-
ations can be made by dabbing over plaster as described for re-
touching bubble holes and remodelling that particular portion. I
here study the finished plaster flom various side angles of light.
A part that looks quite good with the light from one side may
not look as good with light from the other side and so I make
further alterations to improve this. With final smoothing of flat
surfaces, the model is now ready for careful packing and despatch
by air freight to Australia or the U.S.A. I might add that all this
modelling work is for overseas as there is no true coin or medal
reducing machine in New Zealand.

(11 TAKTNG A RUBBER MOULD.
It sometimes happens that a rubber mould is required as

well. I produce this by placing a band around the final plaster as
before and then mixing two I lb tins of liquid white rubber
compound with its equivalent catalyst and pouring it over the
model. This is left until the next day when it should be well set.
If not it can be placed in a warming cupboard which accelerates
the setting. It will separate easily when set.

This comes to the end of the design, modelling and casting
work. From here on the processes are procedures of the mint
producing the coins or medals. In the coining mints it is gen-
erally the practice for them to produce their own rubber moulds
as well.

(12 CASTING FROM A RUBBER MOULD. (Two methods).
One type of casting from a rubber mould includes a graphite

powder mixed in with the rubber, giving a grey rubber mould,
This, in an electrolytic process, produces a thin nickel plating
on the face of the mould. This, in turn, in another process, is
backed with copper to give rigidity, set in a pad of beeswax and
mounted in a vertical position on a reducing machine. The other
method which is now in use in Australia, the United States of
America and, I think, Canada is to make a cast from the white
rubber mould in a hard epoxy material and to clamp this on the
reducing machine.

(13) REDUCING NIACHINE AND MASTER DIE PUNCH.
A few details of this machine will indicate how the master

punch, in steel is made from the la-rge model clamped on the
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reducing machine. This pointer has movement to follow the ups
and downs of the relief as the model slowly revolves on its axis.
A bar from the pointer is adjusted to a revolving steel cutting
bit at the other end which cuts a replica of the design into the
surface of a soft block of steel. By the adjustment of belts this
replica can be made in any coin size from one cent up to one
dollar or larger. That is why ths effigy of Her Majesty the Queen
is exactly the same on all New Zealand coins. The dies have all
been produced from the same large master model. The pointer
and cutter work from the centre out towards the rim. For a
large coin the model and cutter can be going continuously day
and night for two or three days. Unattended at night, if the cut-
ting bit breaks, a spring release automatically stops the machine.
A new bit can be fixed next morning and the process carries on.
Two runs are usually made on the reducing machine using a
finer cutting bit for the second run to re_oroduce the fine detail
work of the model. When finished the result is the master punch
in the coin size required and in relief just like the required coin.

(14) BRrEF DESCRTPTTON OF PROCESSES TO FrNAL
COIN DIE AND MINTING.

The master punch is then hardened and pressed into a soft
steel block with great pressure, The result is called a matrix with
incuse design like a die. This is hardened and again used in a
like manner to produce the working punch from which are nrade
the coining dies. At all stages any oefects are removed or re-
touched by skilled master engravers. These last dies are placed
in the coining presses for the actual striking of the coins. There
are no less than eleven process€s from the finished design to the
final coin. These are as follows. The design, the model, the re-
verse plaster, final positive plaster, rubber mould, the epoxy cast
for reducing rnachine, the master punch, the matrix, the working
punch, the coin die and finally the coin. It has always been a
source of amazement to me that the details of a design and
model still appear quite faithfully in the final coin after so many
processes on the way. One thing that does tend to disappear is
any fine work which may be too fine for the amount of reduction
invo,lved. This must always be borne in mind by the designer
and modeller. That is why for coinage it is always better to keep
to simple yet forceful designs where possible.

For the actual coining, coin blanks which have been stamped
out from strip metal of the required thickness first go through
a thorough cleaning process, These blanks are then fed into
coining presses fitted with an upper and lower die and a collar
to contain the blank. Under very heavy pressure the coins are
struck and ejected on the upward mo,vement of the top die and
at the same time a fresh blank is fed into the co,llar. The pressure
for striking varies with the diameter of the coin and the amount
of relief on the dies. The coins are spread over a moving belt
for inspection and any seen with defects are removed. The coins
are counted, weighed and bagged and then ready for delivery.
The mint processes have been more fully described elsewhere,
but I felt some, description was necessary to round off the picture
of 

. 
the complete stages from the accepted designs to the finished

colns.



This special medallion for pre-
sentation purposes only was
comm,issioned by the Cook ls-
lands Government late in 1973.
The seven ounce silver medals
in the size shown were produced
in proof, Jrosted and antique
finish.

The cased pair presented to Her
Majesty the Queen were silver
gilt proof and silver gilt frosted.
Cased medals were also present-
ed to other members of the Royal
Family present and to some of
the other guests.

Oa tlrc affasiz?! of the first
Royal Visit
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RAROTOhJGA I NTERhIATIONAL AI RPORT

The Royal Australian Mint, Can-
berra, made a fine quality strik-
ing of these medals. Close to
Christmas and unable to obtain
suitable cases and insets lsPent
almost as much time helping to
makn the presentation cases as
ldid designlng and sculpturing
the model. Obtaining card and
material Jor the cases bef ore
firms shut down for the holidays
was another problem,. Happily
the medals and cases arrived in
Rarotonga by plane just in time
for the important occasion.



Top: fhe main building of the Royal Mint on Tower Hill, London. In
of coining presses with automatic blank feed, each press producing
minute at the new Royal Mint in South Wales.

Below: Exterior view of the coining block ai Llantrisant, Glamorgan.
opened by Her Majesty The Queen in '1968.

the centre is a line
200-250 coins per

The new Mint was

Photos courtesy the Royal Mint



Some of the designs I submitted to the Decimal Currency Board are shown above.
These are in line and wash technique. Final designs approved by Government are below.
Drawn on grey plastic sheet: an eraser and white paint were used for highlights and
soft pencil and Otact< paint for darks. Because oi the low relief lendeavoured in each
case to keep the value figures clear of the designs. The fern on the 1 cent is a national
symbol of New Zealand as is the kiwi on the 20 cent. The kowhai blossoms on the 2
cent are regarded as the national flower of New Zealand'



fop; At work on the model for the 10 cent coin at ihe Royal Mint, London, in August 1966.
Black plasticine models on glass of the 1 and 2 cent designs are on the left with negative
and final positive plaster casts alongside.

lnset above.'Rubber being poured on the 10 cent plaster and the set mould being removed.

Below: Reducing machines at the Royal Mint showing the models and the die-cutting.
Photos courtesy the Royal Mint



A naoe of desions all nrnr'lttnad hv the h;vqvv v, vve,vilu qrl

leduced in size about 1 2"k: Ihe top bi-cen
Australian Numismatic Society and engraved
were all produced over 30 years ago and
Mayer & Kean, now MaYer ToYe Ltd, Wel
engraved by Trevor Dick and produced by Dick and Watt Ltd, of Petone.



The Royal Numismatic SocietY of
New Zealand issued a 2t/z-inch
medallion in silver and bronze to
mark the introduction of Decim,al
Co nage in 196/. The obverse at
right shows the SocietY's badge
as central motif. I produced the
model and plasters for this die.
The reverse die was made up
from coin models and dies on
hand in the engraving depart-
ment of the Royal Mint, Lonoon,
where the medal was produced.

In 1969 the Society issued an-
other 21/z-inch medallion in silver
and bronze to commemorate the
b.f -centenary of James Cook's
rediscovery of New Zealand. ln
this case I produced the models
and plasters for the design areas.
The large amount of small letter-
ing was etched into the dies.
Struck at the Royal Australian
Mint, Canberra.
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Ai top: A set of seven procf coins for the n:w Decimal Coinage of the Cook lslands
issued in 1972. All designs submitted {or this set were approved excepting the $1 Tanga-
roa (God of the Sea) design shown top left. This was replaced with a preferred profile
figure as on the coin.

Below: Obverse and reverse designs for a Sydney Opera House medal, and a design
for a famous New Zealand racehorse.
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Top: A range of tools etc. used in produ.cing low.,relief, rnodels and plasters for coins and

medals. Note the nJr.* tlott toi maximu"m relief allowed on the flat steel gauges at

left.
Below is a reduced photo of the final plaster model with the finished coin for the James

Cook tala for Western Samoa'

on right: Modelling the design-for the New Zealand cook's chart dollar at the Royal

Australian Mint which minted all four coins shown'
Too Dhoto and bottom right photo p' 20 courtesy The Royat Australian Mint'
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The $100 gold coin for the Cook lslands- The obverse is the standard effigy of Her Majesty
The Queen by Arnold Machin, O B.E. of England. Pianned fot a Iarge silver coin my
Churchill design was commended by several overseas executives

Eeiow: Two designs for silver coins for the Cook lslands. All were minted at the Royal
Australian l\4int shown at top. The admrnistration building in front and the hundred-yard
souare oroduction block at left rear
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Design essays for the N.Z. Cook dollar and
The centre right design was adapted for
lighting effects on coin photos compared
design at right was sculptured by Richard

reduced photo of the final plaster model.
the first Cook lslands dollar, 1970. Note
with those on page 20. My Cook medar
Baldwin, of the Franklin Mint, U,S.A.



Five examples at top of m'edals produced in sterling silver and also 24 carat gold-plated
for the Medallic History of Australia, for Stokes, medallists, of Melbourne,
Below are reduced photos of a nine-inch model, reverse plaster and final positive plaster
before retouching. Details of windows, spectacles and incuse lettering are cut into the
reverse plaster. Lower centre shows the Sir William Upjohn medal for the University of
Melbou rne.



Above at lett are four designs alongside the new
sculotured for 1974 issue for Western Samoa. All

proof set of seven
these designs are

coins designed and
on food production.

Reduced ohotos of two N.Z, decimal
coin plasters before retouching.
Maximum height gauges
were'. .024 and .035 of an
- 1/32 of an inch - .79

for these
inch (.031
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Six designs in nine-inch diameter size with highlights and shadows to
simulate fi nished medal. The top four are drawn on circles treated with
a grey wash. The Antarctic designs were drawn on a black background
to simulate a proof finish. The National Commem'orative Society of
America commissioned the Robert Peary medal and the Britannia Com-
memorative Society, the Oliver Cromwell medal. The Amundsen-Scott
medal was designed and modelled for the Franklin Mint Collectors'
Society.



The centre reverse design was prepared for a large silver coin but was used for a small

$100 gold coin. lt was "produceO it tne Franklin-Mint shown above. The Mint Museum
at righi opened in 1974 and has a fine display of medals and coins'

were commissioned in proof bronze by the
medal (shown on next page) was also used
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Designs for the Rutherford m,edal (below)
Royal Society of New Zealand. The final
for a Franklin Mint issue in silver.
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NOBEL

1909
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Top photo courtesy the Franklin Mint, U S A.



The New Tealand fantail and kowhai blossom medal was commissioned by The Societ6
de la Medaille. High relief modelling permitted for this 2 1/z-inch diameier 8 oz. sterling
silver medal gives a better effect in the final medal which is mounted on a marble base.
On a visit this year to the Franklin Mint lwas pleased to see this medal on display in the
Mint Museum.
Below: Experi craftsmen at the Franklin Mint on essential work retouching and polishing
dies. The medals shown were all struck at the Franklin Mint.

Working photos courtesy The Franklin Mint, U.5.A.



Top: City of London Medal commissioned Oy tlq. Britannia Commemorative Society

"nE 
pio6r"ed in sterling silver at the Frankiin Mint, which also struck the Hillary-

i"ntihg Mount Everest riedals in silver and bronze. The"e Mount Everest medals a:e

stltt av"aitaOle for purchase at the Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, N'Z'

Below are six reduction punches (from the reducing machine) for the .Cook lsland

"oiniqu. 
The reduction pLnch is used to produce a matrix from which a working

punctiis made' and f rom that the final coin die' 
Bottom photo courtesy Royat Austratian Mint.
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(15) TYPES OF FINISH

The coins in use by the public at large are desoatched to the
Reserve Bank by the mint from which they have been ordered.
These are described as uncirculated and eood selections of these
are placed in holders to sell to collectori as uncirculated coins.
The next grade up are the polished specimen sets which are from
polished blanks and give a near proof-like finish. This grade is
no longer o,rdered for New Zealand coins. The top finish is proof
coins. These are of two tyFes and both are struck from polished
blanks with the dies being highly polished as well. ln one type
the coins have a bright mirror finish all over. The other has the
lettering and design in a matt finish with mirror-like background
surface. This latter type of proof coin is the one currently ordered
for proof coins in New Zealand. These are produced with great
care in dust free conditions with staff wearing white uniforms and
wearing head caps, plastic gloves and often nose and mouth
masks too. One has the impression that the onerators are sur-
geons and nurses in an operating theatre. The resulting finish to
coin sets, suitably mounted in cases is really beautiful and mints
that turn out these fine examples of the coining art are to be
congratulated on the state of perfection they have achieved in
this field.

The Alphabet medallion shown above is not only a fine example of hand-lettering but a
splendid exemplification of the progress of civilization. In all, ten alphabetic styles are
portrayed, some ancient and others contemporary. Beautifully designed and sculptured
by Edward R. Grove, of West Palm Beach, Florida, U.S.A. I consider this medal will go
down in history as one of the world's finest. This high relief fine art medallion is nearly
three inches in diameter. Details of this and other medallions issued by the Society of
Medallists (a non-profit organisation) may be obtained by writing to the Secretary at
West Branch Road, Weston, Conn. 06880, U.S.A.

READERS PLEASE NOTE.-The only medals of those illustrated still available
for purchase are the Alphabet medal above and the Hillary-Tenzing Mount
Everest Medal on page 28, which is still avai!able from the Museum, Christchurch.

For those interested in proof or other coins please write to The Coin Section,
The Treasury, Private Bag, Wellington, for N.Z. coins.

The Numismatic Bureau, Post Office, Rarotonga, Cook lslands, for Cook ls!and
coins.

The Numismatic Section, Treasury, Apia, Western Samoa, for Western Samoa
coins.
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MEDAL SECTION
A. DESIGN. This varies from coin designs in many cases be-
cause medals are usually commemorating an event in history,
the opening of a special building and so on and more wording
is also usually involved. Some are of portraits of famous people
and in this case the obverse sometimes may not differ greatly
from a coin design, but the reverse is usually of a more complex
nature because there is often a pictorial story to tell.

B. HAND ENGRAVED DIES. Simple designs can be more
economically produced by hand engraving and by-passing the
modelling and plaster cast and related processes. Complicated
designs and portraits are usually better produced by modelling
and reducing machine methods. The deciding factor, either way,
is usually a question of economics. The final result in each case
depends largely on the skill of the craftsmen involved. I have had
some medal designs well produced by hand engraving in New
Zealand. In fact over three decades the rather small number of
medals I designed were all produced that way, the engraver
usually working from a photograph of my design reduced down
to medal size. The technique of my designs in each case indi-
cated by light and shade the relief modelling of the design. The
engraver's task was most difficult. He not only had to engrave
the die in the actual size of the medal as asainst the modelline
and reducing machine methods described, bu-t he had to cut out
the design in a block of steel. This often led to considerable
differences in the finished product, usually in the lettering. ln
most cases the engraver would select from an often limited supply
of different type punches, the nearest in size and style to that
shown on the design. The final result could be a complete upset
of balance of the design compared with the original. On the
other hand some engravers can produce very good medals very
close in effect to the original design. I commend, in this regard,
the work of Mr. Trevor Dick o'f Petone who has made fine pro-
ductions, within fairly strict limitations, of bi-centenary medals
commemorating the first and second voyages of James Cook to
New Zealand.

C. LOW RELIEF COIN MEDALS. Today a great revival is
taking place in the oldest collectors' hobby in the civilized world.
Starting in the United States the resurgence of the medal is now
spreading to other parts of the World.. These are mostly produced
around the dollar size of approximately lt inch diamter but some
are lf, inch to 2 inch or more. They often have a milled edge like
a coin and have a brilliant proof finish just like proof coins. The
term coin-medal is used to describe these, and like proof coins,
they are usually issued in limited editions and are eagerly sought
by collectors. When the limited edition has been struck the dies are
destroyed, thus ensuring comparative rarity of that particular
medal.

D. HIGH RELIEF LARGE MBDALS. These can be in various
diametor sizes up to three or four inches or more. Depending on
the amount of relief the medal can be struck several times in the
die press to bring up the relief. Between some of the strikings the
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medal has to be annealed or heat softened before further strikings.
Although high relief medals can be very beautiful in effect, their
production is a slow and rather costly process. Consequently they
are not issued to the same extent as the smaller low relief medals
which is a great pity.

E. MEDAL FINISHES. Metals used for medal produciton are
usually copper, bronze, silver and occasionally gold. These can be
in polished finish, matt finish, antique finish, proof-like finish and
proof finish. These different metals and finishes all give different
effects to the resulting medals from the one original design or
model.

F. DIFFERING MODEL TECHNIQUES FOR TYPES OF
MEDAL.

However, special modelling rules apply to models required
for proof medals. The edges of all parts of the model must step
up smartly from the base of the 9 inch model to a minimum height
of 1132 of an inch. The reason for this is that in the reduced
polished die the constant polishing between strikings of proof
medals would wear away the edges of the design or lettering with
resulting poor effects on the later medals struck from the dies. On
the other hand beautiful soft misty effects blending into the back-
ground can be obtained with matt or light antique finish. Some of
the French medals produced around the beginning of this cen-
tury are excellent examples of this technique. In this case the model
can be blended into the backqround iust as in the final effect re-
quired in the medal. The New Zealand decimal coinage medallion
I designed and sculptured in 1967 was produced by the Royal
Mint, London, in bright bronze finish and also in matt finish as
well as in matt-silver finish. The different effect the finish gives
to a medal can sometimes be quite astonishing as these 2.,1 diameter
medallions show.

My designs and models for the James Cook bi-centenary
medallion of 1969 produced by the Royal Australian Mint are an
example of a medallion in the same size with an antique finish in
bronze and in silver. Another example of an antique finish in silver
is the high relief 2J inch diameter medallion I designed and mod-
elled showing the New Zealand fantail and Kowhai blossoms. I
produced this work for the Franklin Mint in Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
while there in 1971. This medal is more than a quarter inch thick
and contains seven ounces of sterling silver. The thickness gives
more metal for displacement in striking and saves some of the
extra blows to bring up the higher relief. I have called these last
three items medallions the term used for any large size medal.

A recent commission from Stokes (Australia) Limited of Mel-
bourne was for a smaller medal design requiring a 6-inch diameter
model and plasters for a portrait rnedal for the University of Mel-
bourne. In this case the smaller lettering was easier to cut incuse
into the reverse or negative plaster which is cast from the plastilina
model. In fact I now frequcntly do the larger lettering the same
way as I feel sharper edges can be given to the letters with less re-
touching required than in the first modelling. It is necessary with
this method to have the incuse letters with a slisht fifteen desree
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fro,m the vertical inward slope down from the plaster surface so

that the final plaster cast has no undercutting on the letters. The
lettering outlines can bo worked on to the negative plaster by
means of a reverse tracing of the design lettering. In the final pos-
itive plaster the fine entery block can be carefully rubbed over
the surface of the letters to give a smooth even finish at the same
time carefully checking the correct depth of the letters.

Stokes of Melbourne have been medallists for nearly 120
years (since 1856). In 1972 following technical arrangements in re-
gard to medal productio,n with the Franklin Mint, Franklin Center,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., Stokes began issuing high quality oroof med-
als.. As a result of this association I received a large commission
to design and sculpture "The Medallic Historv of Australia", a
medal a month to be issued over five years for a series of sixty
medals in sterling silver proof finish and also 24ct gold finish on
sterling silver. This first involved a few weeks in Australia on
pictorial research in libraries and appearances on television and
iadio, plus Press interviews in Melbourne and Sydney. A cut-ofl
date (September 30th 1972) was decided on for those wishing to
order this series of medals. I had anticipated getting well ahead
with models and final plaster casts for this series but further com-
missions for coins and medals have been more than expected. How-
ever, I stil manage to keep a few medals ahead of the issuing
programme o,f a medal each month.

Mr. T. V. Stokes, a director of the firm in control of the
medal issues sends pictorial reference material which I may find
difficult to obtain in Wellington. A panel of leading historians in
Melbourne advise on subjects for the medals and help consider-
ably with required reference material. Tlie accord between us has
been first class and in a recent letter he rnentions "In letters re-
ceived from subscribers to the series we have received nothing but
praise for the first 14 medals.

This is most encouraging when one is engaged on such a
large assignment as it generates a happy frame of mind which I
feel helps me to do my best in this exacting work of historical
medals.

The rnodels for the "Medallic History of Australia" are all
produced o,n 9 inch diameter slightly dished plaster basins, the
final silver medals being lf, inches in diameter.

G. CONCLUSION. I have tlied to set down in this paper as
complete a record as I have learnt from experience on the design-
ing and modelling of coins and medals. Fortunately my work over
th6 years has als6 become my hobby, otherwise I'corjld not now
take the long hours involved. Constant rush work can be very
exasperating at times, especially when I know that with more time
available I could produce a much better design, model or finished
relief plaster.

It is my hope that this paper will in the course of time en-
courage some younger generation artist-designers to take up this
very interesting and absorbing occupation. Anyone deciding to do
so, unless he is a born genius, will have to beconte more or less
dedicated to the work, which means longer than the usual regular'
hours of work and missins out on some of the other ioys of life
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normally available. Time invo,lved usually has to include many
hours of historical and pictorial research before even commencing
the designs for the medal. The final rewards will be, at times, a
sense of achievement in producing an imperishable work of art
o,f proved quality.

In nearly 40 years since I started in the design field, mostly
on stamp designs in earlier days, I have never o'nce been really
satisfied with my work. I am always striving to produce some-
thing better which I guess is the aim of all dedicated artists. I
have never aspired to being a genius in my work but maybe in the
book of records I might go down as one of the best triers. This
perhaps in itself is an achievernent as I have had no special train-
ing in any branch o'f art work. In co,nclusion I would like to thank
the New Zealand Government for the opportunities I have received
in designing and sculpturing our decimal coins and several com-
memorative dollars. My appreciation also to the executives of
the Royal Mint, London, and in particular the chief engraver, Mr.
Walter Newman and also Mr. Philip Nathan in his department
when I was engaged there on producing the models for New Zea-
land decirnal coins during July-September 1966.

To the executives of the Royal Australian Mint for similar
favours when engaged there for short periods in 1969 and 1970
on models for commemorative dollars, in particular t<l Mr. J. B.
Joslin, then in charge of production, now Controller of the Mint
and also Mr Van Veinberg, chief engraver. To the executives of
the Franklin Mint, U.S.A. and in particular to the founder of the
Mint, Mr. Joseph Segel who could well go down in history, in
my opinion, as the greatest patron of the arts of this century. 'Io
Mr. William Cousins director of sculpture there and to his highly
talented and friendly staff of l5 medallic sculptors.

While in America in l97I I came in contact with Mr. Edward
R. Grove now a free lance designer, medallic sculptor and painter
living in Florida. To my knowledge he is the only designer with
the same art pursuits as myself: stanp designing, coin and medal
designing and sculpturing and landscape painting. He was engraver
of many United States stamps and designer of so,me. For several
years he worked under Mr. Gilroy Roberts, then chief engraver
of the U.S. Mint and now Chairman Emeritus of the Franklin
Mint. Mr. Grove's design and high relief pojrtrait work on the series
of World War II medals for the Presidential Art Medal Co. are
really excellent examples o,f high relief antique finish medal work.

Last but not least, I wish to thank the Royal Numismatic
Society of New Zealand for the opportunity to contribute this
paper and for encouragement ove,r the years in rny design work.

After delivering this lecture in the Royal Society Roo,m at
the National Museum I sent a copy of the manuscript to Dr A. F.
N. Sutherland, of Auckland, who is the only son of the late Allan
Sutherland and Mrs Sutherland. of Milford, Auckland. Giving his
approval of the lecture he suggested that the printed journal
should include a record of my design woLrk over the years. The
list will not be complete, but as far as memory allows, the main
items are recorded.
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Since 1933 I have had close to two hundred designs accepted for
postag; stamps. Most of these were submitted uttder 'nom de plume' in

open competltlons with different panels of judges. Of little interest ilr a

nilmismatic jourrtal I will rrot go into great detail but list the mailr itcms.

1935 New Zealand Airmail (in the days of the two-seater biplane).
1935 Western Samoa pictorial stamps. Six and a fatf designs.

1940 New Zealand Centennial' Nine and a half designs'
1946 New Zealand Peace. Complete set of eleven designs'
1946 New Zealand Government Life Iusurance Office. Set of six designs.

stamDS.
19':.0 Wesfern Samoa. Set of five Cook designs.

Various Health stamps. Several other single stamps for New Zea-
land and other countlies. Four stamps for Bermuda in world com-
petition.

colN.t
1935 Basic reverse design only for New Zealand Waitangi Crown piece.

(Amendments and sculpture by P. Metcalfe of England')
1947 Reverse for Fiji. l2-sided threepence (desigr-r only).
1949 Reverse New Zealand Crown piece (design only).
1967 New Zealand's new Decimal Coinage. Six designs, models and

sculptures.
1969 New Zealand Cook's Chart commemorative dollar. Design alld

sculotures.
1970 Royal Visit to New Zealand commemorative dollar. Design and

sculptures.
1974 New Zealand Day commemorative dollar. Design and sculptures.
1970 Cook Islands commemorative dollar. Design and sculptures.
19'72 Cook Islar-rds new Decimel Coinage. Complete set of seven coitrs.

Designs and sculptures.
1973 Cook lslands James Cook commemorative silver coins. $2] and

$71. Designs and sculptures.
1974 Cook Islands Winston Churchill commemorative coirs in silver and

gold. Designs and sculptures.
19'75 Cook lslands King George III, James Cook and H.M.S. Resolution.

$100 gold coin. Design and sculptures.
1969 Westerrr Samoa. R. L. Stevensou, commemoratle talo. Sculptures

only.
19'10 Western Samoa James Cook commemorative lala. Design and sculp-

tures.
1972 Western Samoa Jacob Roggeveen commemorative 1aln. Design and

sculptur;es.
1973 Western Samoa Commonwealth Games commemorative trila. Design

and sculotures.
1974 Western Samoa Full set of seven coins. Designs and sculptures.

MEDALS
1935 Bledisloe Medal. Reverse desisn onlv. N.Z. Aero Club

(Presented in gold to Flt -Lt. iloustoir aud Jcau Batten.)
Medal.

Designs
only.

1940 New Zealarrd
New Zealand
Esther Glenn
only.

Iustitute of Engineers Medal. Designs only.
Associatiorr of Scientific Workers. Designs only.

Memorial Medal (N.2. Library Association). Designs

Wellington Chamber of Commerce. Obverse design only.
1948 Otago Centennial. Designs only. (Dies hand-engiaved'in Birming-

ham, England.)
1966 South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education. Obverse and reverse

designs for a medallion.
19'70 Palmerston North Cent onlv. (Dies hand-ensraved

By Trevor Dick, of Dic Petorre). who also produced
two bicentenary James from 

.my 
designs' for the

Hawkes Bay and Gisbon ).
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19'70 Australian Numismatic Society Cook Bicentenary. Designs only'

196'7 The Royal Numismatic Society of New ZeaIa:nd. Decimal coinage
medal.

1959 The Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealartd James Cook Bi-
centenarv Medal.

l97O The Firdt Papal Visit to Australia commemorative medal.
l97l The Royal Society of New Zealaod, also the Franklir-r Mint Collec-

197 |

197 |
1973

tors'Society.
The Lord Rutherford Medal.
The National Commemorative Society of America. The Robert
Peary North Pole Medal.
The Britannia Commemoratice Society. The Oliver Cromwell medal.
The Franklin Mint Collectors' Society. The Hillary-Tenzing Mount
Everest medal.

19'74 The Britannia Commemorative Society. The City of London medal.
1975 The National Commemorative Society of America. Paul Revere's

Ride medal.

The New Zealand Post Office Crest design in use for so,me
30 years.Used on letterheads and practically all Post Office station-
ery-on the doors of all Post Office trucks, vans and cars, and on
flags flying over all New Zealand Post Offices.

Numerous other crests, medals and badges for hospitals,
nurses, sports clubs, associations and societies, etc.

Honoured by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II with the O.B.E.
in the New Year Honours List 1968: "Fcr services in the field of
stamp and coin designs.

In June o,f this year it was necessary for me to take so,me
urgent work over to the Franklin Mint at Franklin Center, some
twenty miles south of Philadelphia. I had the pleasure of renewing
friendships from my earlier visit in l97l and meeting a number
of new staff members in the Sculpture Studio.

The Studio Director, Mr William Cousins, had increased his
talented staff from fifteen in l97l to twentv-four and there were
also additional staff in the Art Department. During my stay there
I had the opportunity to visit the splendid Franklin Mint Muse'um.

. 4r-.t had u-rgent work to return to in Wellington my stay at
the Mint on this occasion was rather brief. I left convinced of

A few months ago a letter from an executive in the U.S.A.
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ANNUAL REPORT 1974

As the first lady President of the Royal Nurnismatic Society
of New Zealand I have pleasure in presenting a review of the
Society's activities for the past year. T'he year has been successful
in some aspects but disappointing in others, namely our failure
to produce a journal and the general lack of numismatic research
taking place in New Zealand, particularly on New Zealand mat-
erial.

I noto again with pleasure the continued work of our Vice-
President Mr James Berry, OBE, in the designing of coins and
nredals for several countries and organisatio,ns throughout the
world, including the forthco,ming New Zealand Day Commernor-
ative Dollar. On the New Zealand numismatic scene the Govern-
ment has for the first time issued a Sterling silver dollar in the
proof issue of the Commonwealth Games Commemorative, The
numbers were limited and unfortunatelv manv collectors were
unable to purchase a set. Later this year a New Zealand Day
dollar is to be issued and I understand that the mintase is to be
5000 proof and 50,000 uncirculated.

Publications

As I have already stated an issue of the journal did not appear
this year, the last issue being May 1972. I am able to report that
three journals are in production. The first should be completed
within the next few weeks. The second "The Captain G. T. Stagg
Memorial Journal" has been delayed as some of the contributors
have been unable to complete their sections. The third "The
Sutherland Memo,rial Lecture Journal" is well advanced and
should be printed this year. These journals will be of the same
high standard as those of the past and once again I make the
appeal of past Prosidents fo,r quality articles for inclusion in future
journals. There is an undoubted dearth of such contributions.
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Membership
The total membership of the Society is 496 which

drog of thirty o'n last year's total. It is with deep regret
cord the deaths of: Mr R. Sellars, F.R.N.S.N.Z, Prof.
F.R.N.S.N.Z.,Mr G. N. Balmer.

is a net
that I re-

Murray,

^ .I*.qty members were removed from the roll during the year
for being in arrears for three or more years.
Fellowships

No Fellowships were conferred during the year and the roll
now totals l6 ordinary and 3 Honorary Fellows.-
Sutherland Memorial kcture 1973

The third sutherland Memorial Lecture was presented in
Qgjgber 9y gylaistinguished Vice President Mr J'ames Berry,
oBE, entitled "The Art Production for Coins and Medals" whiih
was a treatise on designs, from the first
small sketch ideas through talk was well
illustrated with coins and New Zealand
and the Pacific area, a_nd sketches, finished designs, models plaster
casts and rubber moulds were also exhibited. T-he lecture wis the
ll8hlight of our year and is printed in the journal.
Meetings

'osity of the National Museum we
om or the lecture hall, and I wish
: Museum and to the Wellingto,n
:re have been several displays and
Horwood presented an excellent

paper on ".Forgeries, Counterfeits and Reproductions". Through
the generosity of B.P. New zealand Limite^d our Christmas social
was held in the B.P. Theatrette and lounge, and I wish to thank
Ty son, Mr G. Ranger, for helping with the organisation of this
function.
Branches

The branches continue to prosper within their districts thoughit is unfortunate that contact wlth them was not satisfactory. Hofi-
ever the difficulties in this area have been overcome and proper
communications have been restored.
Administration

The decline in our activities has been noted in the amount ofyork requiring attention by the Executive, I wish to record the
society's thanks to Mr James Berry for the continued use of his

an expression of grat-
pecially the Executive
the major part of the

Appendix
MEMBERSHIP

(As at 3l May 1974)
Membership 31.5.73
Less Resignations and deaths

Removal from roll
In reserve G.N.A.

Plus new members

Total at 3l May 1974

Mrs I. Ranger PRESIDENT

526
l5
20

5

t0
486

496



ROYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND (INC)

Income and Expenditure Account for year ended 3l May 1914
EXPENDITUREINCOME

t973
925 Subscriptions
345 Lifc Subscriptions

2 Advertising
28 Journals and badges

lntcrcst: Governurent Stock 51.50
InvestntentAccount 45.00
Bank of Nerv Zealand 42.99
Conrposite Sub-

scription A/c 37.89
lT 9 Medal Trrrst Account 1 4.81
'- Donirti<-rns
58 Refund Auckland Brlnclt

I 537

LIABILITIES
1973

Accuuluhtcd Irunds as tt 1.6.13
51 00 Plus excess of income over expenditure

5 100

Medals on Hand I June 1973
D.C. Brorrzc Medals 11(s) 6.50
Cook Silver Medals 8 Gtl 20.00
Cook Bronze Medals 2 (,t) 2.00

t974
874
ll5
60
II

1973
640

39

il0
43
2l

360
44
50

230

Journals
Tax
Honoraria
Secretarill Servicc
Postages
Sundry
Bmnch Subsidies I974
Conversion Deficit
Grant convention
lixcess of inconrc ovcr e\penditurc

1974

r26
6l
52

t20
t0

894

1263

@

-l
m

z
tU

{
N
FN

-
z
l-

z
C

a

j
o

z
-

t92
tl

r?.63 1537

ROYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND (INC)
Balance Sheet as at 3 l Mav | 974

1974
5r 00 5100
894 s994

ASSETS
1973

20 Pc:tty Clsh tloat
l142 Bank of Nerv Zealand
1000 B.N.Z. Investrnent Account
I 264 Conrposite Subscription Accoult
423 Medal Trust Account

1000 N.Z. Govt- Stock due l5 Septembcr 
,l975

251 Mcdals on hand

1974

20
1 996
1000
I 302
438

I 000
238

s994s994 s 100

MEDALS ACCOUNT AS AT 3I MAY I974
Medal Sales

7L Medrls or.r hand 31 Mry 1974
160 D.C. Bronze Medals 9 (a) 6.5 6.50
20 (--ook Silvcr Medals 8 (4 20.00

Cook Bronzc N{cdrls 2 (cl t0.00

l-1

Nunrisrnatic Society of Ner.v Zeallnd (lnc) and I uur satisfied thrt the above Incontc lnd l')rpencliture Ac:cottnt,
the financial aftairs of the Society.

PRUSIDI-NT:

58
60
20

iJl

238

251

AUDITOR'S REPORT
I have examined the books and accounts of the Royal
Medals Account and Balance Shect correctly sets out

TREASURIIR:



Proof
Dollars

Ordinary
Sets

250,000
35,000

30,000
r 5,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000

Year

t967
I 968
r969
r970
197r
1972
r973
1974

r975

Year

1967
1968
t969
t970
r97l
1972
r973
1974

NEW ZEAI,AND SOUVENIR COIN STATISTICS

Specimen
Sets

50,000
40,000
50,000
20,000

CIRCULATING COINS

IVIINTAGE FIGURES
DECIMAL CURRENCY

Uncirculated
Dollars

200,000 Commonwealth Games
Issue

400,000N.2.Day
285,000

30,000
27,000
22,000

500,000
50.000
50.000

Proof
Sets

3,000
9,000

f 10,000

? s,000
10,000

5,000
8,000
8,000
8,000

10,000

i

z
(rl

N

-
z

z
Cz
d

J
o

C

z
-

50c

r0,000,000
NiI

r,123,200
1,408,000
2,509,000
1,200,000

20c

13,000,000

2,500,000

1,600,000
1,516,000
3.028,000
4,512,000

10c

17.000,000

3,000,000
2,046,000
2,808,000
2.024.000
3,510,000
4.608,000

5c

26,000,000

10,260,000
I I,152,000
I1,520,000
20,000,000
4,024,000

r 8.000.000

2c

75,000,000

20,s1l.000

15,050,000
17,510,000
38,550,000
50,000,000

lc

r 20.000,000

10,060,000
10.000,000
10,040,000
15,040,000
35.020.000



Half Crown

20,000,000
612,364

2,720.000
N

672.000
N
N

100,800
776,000
240,000

I ,l 20,000
180,000
420,000
960,000

1,600,000
I,400,000
2.800.000
3.600,000
t.200,000

N
127.000
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
80.000

600,000
400.000
N

200,000
2r.808.164

Florin

2,100,000
2,850,000

755,364
150,000

r.r 90,000
N
N

500,000
820,000
r 50,000

I,400,000
140,000
515,000

r.200,000
2.500,000
1.750,000
3.500.000
3.500,000
2.000,000

N
257,000

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

I,500,000
1.500.000

100.000
2,000.000
9,450,000

39.827.364

Shilling

2,000,000
3,400,000
1,680,364

N
890,000

N
N

500,000
360,000
240,000
900,000
490,000

I,030,000
1,060,000
2,800,000
1.000.000

N
600.000

1.200,000
600,000
207,000

N
200,000
800,000
800,000

1.000,000
600,000
600,000
400,000

r.000.000
600.000

1.400,000
3,500,000

29,847,364
GRAND TOTAL

Sixpence

3,000,000
3,600,000

560,364
I,580,000
1.280,000

N
700,000
800,000
440,000
360,000

1,800,000
I,160,000

940.000
2,120.000
3,200,000
2,000,000

N
800,000

1.800,000
3,200,000
1,207,000
1,200,000
I,600,000
2,000.000
2,400,000
3,000.000
2,000.000
1,600,000

800.000
1.200.000

800.000
3.800.000
8.600.000

59.547.364
468.046.568

1965

Threepence

6,000,000
6,000,000

40,364
2,760,000
2.880,000

N
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,760,000
3,120,000
2,840,000
4,400,000
2,840,000
2,520,000
6,080,000
6,400,000
4,000,000

N
800,000

3,600,000
8,000,000
4,007,000
4,000,000
4,800,000
9,000,000
4,800.000
4,000.000
4.000,000
4,800,000
6.000.000
4,000,000
6,400,000
4,200,000

r29.20't.364

Pennv

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

5,424,000
1,200,000
3,120,000
3,696,000
8,400,000
3,696,000
4,764.000
6.720,000
5,880,000

N
2,016.000
5,784,000
6,888,000

10,800,000
2.407,000
3,720,000
3,600,000
2,400,000

10.800,000
8,400.000
7,200,000
7,200,000
6.000.000
2,400,000

r8.000,000
200,000

138.099.000

A

Halfpenny -
IVTINTINGS OF NEW ZEALAND COINS 1933 TO

Year

r933
1935
1934
r936
1937
1938
1939
1940
l94l
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1 948
r949
1950
I 951
1952
1953
1954
1 955
r 956
1957
I 958
1959
I 960
t96l
1962
1963
1964
i965

Crown

N
1,128
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

200.o2(',
N
N
N

257.0(X)
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

458.14tt

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

3.432.000
960,000

r,920,000
2.035,200

N
2.035,200
r .5 r 6,800
_1,120,000
2.726,400

N
1.766,400
1,425.600
2.142,400
2.400,000

727,000
240,000

i
Ti
lTl

z
Fr.1

{
N

-
z
f-l

z
C

6

-l
6

C

z
i-

,200,000
,440,000
.920,000
.920.000

2,400,000
2.880,000
2,880,000
1.680.000
2.880,000
5,200,000

49.251,800
2.00



SEABY'S

NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS
STANDARD CATALOGUE OF BRITISH COINS

Edited by Peter Seaby
Parts 1 and 2. England and the United Kingdom. 83.25.
Part 3. Coins and Tokens of lreland. Compiled by Peter Seaby,

t1.35.
Part 4. Coins and Tokens of Scotland. Compiled by Frank Purvey.

E2.15.
ANGLO.SAXON COINS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. Grueber & C. Keary. t10.30.
THE ENGLISH SILVER COINAGE FROM 1649

By H. A. Seaby & P. A. Rayner. t4.75.
BRITISH TOKENS AND THEIR VALUES

Edited by Peter Seaby & Monica Russell. 11.65.
GREEK COINS AND THEIR VALUES

By H. A. Seaby. 1975 price list edition. t4.75.
ROMAN COINS AND THEIR VALUES By D. R. Sear. $4.75.
ROMAN SILVER COINS By H. A. Seaby.

Vol, 2. The Republic-Augustus. t3.30.
Vol. 2. Tiberius-Commodus. t3.30.
Vol. 3. Pertinax-Balbinus and Pupienus. t3.30.
Vol. 4. Gordian lll-Postumus. t3.30.

A DICTIONARY OF ROMAN COINS By Seth W. Stevenson. €9.50.
CHRONOLOGICAL AND GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE EMPERORS

OF ROME AND BYZANTIUM By D. R. Sear, 13.75.
CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF BIOGRAPHY, MYTHOLOGY AND GEO.

GRAPHY By W, Smith. t8.00.
THE WHITE RIBBON, By Neville W. Poulson. [5.25.
BRITISH GALLANTRY AWARDS By Abbott & Tamplin. t6.25.
DECORATIONS AND MEDALS OF THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

By E. H. O'Toole. 11.60.
MEDIEVAL ANGLO-IRISH COINS By Michael Dolley. t3.25.
COLLECTING COINS (2nd Ed.) By Frank Purvey. 55 pp.
TRADE TOKENS ISSUED IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

By G. C. Williamson. e18.00.
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY TOKEN COINAGE By W. J. Davis. t8.00.
THE SILVER TOKEN COINAGE 1811-1812 By Richard Dalton. t3.75.

(All the above prices include postage).

SEABYSLIDES-Co|our slide sets now available. Each set Price inc.
postage. t7.50,

SS1. Greek Coins from the 6th Cent. BC to Alexander the Great.
SS2. The Twelve Caesars and other lmoerial Portraits.
SS3. English Hammered Gold Coins, Edward lll-Charles ll.
SS4. English Milled Gold Coins, Elizabeth l-Elizabeth ll.
SS5. English Crown Pieces, Edward Vl-Elizabeth ll.
556. Scottish Gold Coins, Robert lll-William lll.
SS7. Pattern and Trial Pieces in the Royal Mint, London.
SS8. Coins of Bible Days.
SS9. Renaissance Coins and Medals.
SS10. United States Gold Coins.
SS11. United States Coins in Silver and Copper,
SS12. United States Commemorative Coins in Gold and Silver.
SS13. Byzantine Coins in Gold, Silver and Copper.

Each set consists of 3O 2" x2" (35 mm) colour slides with descriptive
brochure. Photographs by P. Frank Purvey.

B. A. SEABY LTD.
AUDLEY HOUSE, 11 Margaret Street, London, WlN 8AT. Tel. 01-580 3677
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SPINK & SON, LTD.

The world's leading and oldest established Numlsmatists.

We offer our services to all collectors of:

COINS OF ALL COUNTRIES AND PERIODS

TOKENS

ORDERS AND DECORATIONS

COMMEMORATIVE AND WAR MEDALS

NUMISMATIC BOOKS

We are also Publishers of Numismatic works, and send out

monthly to subscribers "The Numismatic Circular" (founded

1893), a magazine and catalogue for collectors. Annual sub-

scription U.K. and Europe t3, remainder of world (air only)

f8.50.

SPINK & SON, LTD.

5, 6 and 7 King Street, St Jame's, London, S.W.1.

Telephone: 01-930-7888 Cables: SPINK. LONDON

Telex number: SPINK 916711

ar ^treriritairh tia N.rJ tNa!19

(Jnlversal Prlntoro Ltd


